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ABSTRACT

Chinese ﬁrms have acquired enormous overseas interests since 2000. As
relative latecomers to global markets, they often invest in territories subject
to high political risk, which is often heightened by poorly regulated Chinese
practices. This article describes these risks to China’s growing overseas
economic interests and explores China’s response to them. First, the
Chinese party-state is gradually softening its insistence on ‘non-interference’, intervening to secure Chinese economic interests overseas. Second,
Chinese actors are seeking to cultivate greater consent among social forces
in key states. This partial convergence with the practices of other major
capitalist states has important implications for debates on China’s rise.
These arguments are illustrated through a case study of Chinese engagement in Myanmar after 2011.

Introduction
In 2000, the Chinese government urged private and state-owned enterprises (SOEs) to ‘go out’: to
pursue new overseas markets and investment opportunities. From 2000 to 2016, China’s outward
direct investment (ODI) ﬂows rose from US$915m to US$183.1bn, taking China’s total ODI stock
from US$27.8bn to US$1.28tr.1 Major projects are also frequently accompanied by development
ﬁnance, estimated at US$354.4bn from 2000 to 2014, just US$40bn less than the United States.2
Chinese trade has also boomed, from $1.02tr to US$5.92tr from 2000 to 2013.3 Even Chinese
workers have ‘gone out’, with 970,000 oﬃcially posted abroad in 2016 alone.4
This dramatic overseas economic expansion shapes the now-extensive debate on the implications
of China’s rise for global order, much of which is quite negative. Chinese investment is widely seen as
poorly governed, with weak social and environmental safeguards, often negatively impacting local
communities.5 Chinese ﬁrms and their political backers have often engaged undemocratic governments, including ‘rogue’ states subject to international sanctions, raising concerns that Beijing is
propping up authoritarian regimes.6 Chinese development ﬁnancing has been dubbed ‘rogue aid’
CONTACT Yizheng Zou
yizhengzou@gmail.com
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that undermines Western-promoted ‘good governance’.7 China’s illiberal market-authoritarianism is
also feared as a more attractive model—sometimes dubbed the ‘Beijing consensus’—than Westernbacked neoliberalism.8 Beijing has often rebuﬀed such criticism by invoking the principle of noninterference in states’ internal aﬀairs, raising concern that ‘the way is being paved back to Westphalia’,
reversing liberal gains.9 The ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ (BRI), launched in 2013, has provoked fear that
Beijing is now using overseas investment and aid as part of a ‘grand strategy to re-constitute the
Eurasian regional order with new governance ideas, norms and rules’.10
Drawing on extensive ﬁeldwork in Myanmar and China, this article contributes to this debate by
exploring how China is managing threats to its overseas economic interests. The article’s starting
point, following more skeptical scholarship,11 is that China’s economic expansion is not an
uncomplicated boon for Chinese power and inﬂuence, but has actually exacerbated sociopolitical conﬂict in many partner countries, creating diplomatic ‘blowback’ for Beijing. This is
a structural, long-term problem: as relative late-comers to international markets, Chinese multinationals have been forced into riskier territories shunned by Western ﬁrms. Accordingly, over
a quarter of China’s ODI is located in risky territories (see Table 1), which Chinese analysts have
already identiﬁed as one of BRI’s major challenges.12 The article’s ﬁrst section discusses the
challenges to Chinese economic interests and identiﬁes three responses by the party-state. First,
regulations governing overseas investment are tightening, with greater emphasis on social and
environmental protection. Second, China is softening its non-interference policy, increasingly
intervening to secure overseas economic interests. Third, Chinese elites are seeking to cultivate
greater societal consent for China’s economic role in foreign countries. Often glossed as a quest for
‘soft power’, this is better interpreted as an attempt to build hegemony13 among subordinated
social groups in territories where Chinese business is heavily engaged14.
The article’s second section provides a detailed case study of these dynamics in Sino-Myanmar
relations. Since Myanmar’s shift in 2011 from a military dictatorship to a constrained electoral
regime, Chinese interests have faced serious challenges, including civil and armed unrest threatening Chinese megaprojects and a crisis in bilateral diplomatic and economic relations following the
suspension of a major dam project. In response, Chinese party-state leaders have softened their
Table 1. Distribution of Chinese ODI by Recipient-Country
Risk Level.
Political Risk Rating
Very high
High
Moderate
Low
Very low

Percentage of Chinese ODI
13.8%
13.4%
3.5%
28.9%
40.4%
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8
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non-interference policy, intervening in Myanmar’s domestic peace process. They have also
extended their relationships beyond Myanmar’s military and business elites, courting nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), monks, trade unions and others, while tightening overseas
business regulations, to create a more consensual basis for Chinese investment.
As the article’s conclusion discusses, these adaptive strategies indicate a partial convergence
with the practices of other major capitalist powers, rather than the stark divergence implied by
more alarmist accounts. However, this convergence remains limited: Chinese regulation is still
weak, compliance remains partial, and not all corporate actors are evolving at the same speed.
Moreover, China’s cultivation of popular consent is limited by dynamics in target societies and
structural constraints emanating from China’s own political system.

Investment Blowback and Chinese Responses
This section summarizes the challenges Chinese investments face from socio-political upheaval and
regime change and Chinese responses to these. The ﬁrst part identiﬁes two sets of challenges:
rising socio-political conﬂict in which Chinese investments are directly implicated in and threatened by; and largely unconnected developments like regime instability, collapse and transition.
The second part identiﬁes the party-state’s threefold response to these challenges: tightening
regulation, rising interventionism and eﬀorts to cultivate societal consent.

Political Risks to China’s Overseas Economic Interests
The challenges to China’s overseas investments are of two broad types. First, Chinese investment
has generated or exacerbated socio-political conﬂict in target states. This is hardly unique to China:
it is well understood that foreign investment can intensify unrest, especially in developing
countries.15 However, Chinese investment is particularly problematic for two reasons. First, as
noted above, a large portion is concentrated in already-unstable areas. Second, Chinese investment, particularly in developing countries, is concentrated in controversial, high-impact sectors, for
example large-scale infrastructure projects, mines, hydropower dams and agribusiness plantations.
Third, China’s overseas investments are weakly regulated by a highly fragmented governance
system, with excessive reliance on host-country regulation—often wishful thinking or simply
irresponsible buck-passing in poorly governed developing countries.16 Accordingly, Chinese ‘megaprojects’ are often associated with environmental degradation, land-grabbing, forced displacement
and militarization, as armed forces move to protect investment sites.17 These dynamics—again,
hardly unique to Chinese investment—are typical of primitive accumulation, or what Harvey calls
‘accumulation by dispossession’.18 The frequent use of imported Chinese labor also generates
resentment. Typically, these often-severe costs are borne by subordinated social groups, while
beneﬁts ﬂow overwhelmingly to a narrow elite.
Although outcomes vary, depending on how investments interact with local contexts, there are
now many instances of these problems, generating challenges for China’s overseas interests.
Chinese investors’ provocation of socio-political unrest has been documented in the Philippines
15

John M. Rothgeb, Foreign Investment and Political Conﬂict in Developing Countries (Westport: Praeger, 1996).
Friends of the Earth, ‘Emerging Sustainability Frameworks: China Development Bank and China Export-Import Bank’,
January 2016, accessed May 8, 2019, https://foe.org/resources/emerging-sustainability-frameworks-china-development-bankand-china-export-import-bank; Lee Jones and Yizheng Zou, ‘Rethinking the Role of State-Owned Enterprises in China’s Rise’,
New Political Economy 22(6) (2017), pp. 743–760.
17
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accessed May 9, 2019, https://www.tni.org/en/issues/alternative-development/item/3555-ﬁnancing-dispossession-chinasopium-substitution-programme-in-northern-burma; Transnational Institute, ‘Access Denied: Land Rights and Ethnic Conﬂict
in Burma’, May 8, 2013, accessed May 8, 2019, https://www.tni.org/en/publication/access-denied-land-rights-and-ethnicconﬂict-in-burma .
18
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Cambodia, Myanmar, Pakistan, Peru, Ecuador, Ghana and Zambia—to name but a few.19
Opposition to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor culminated in fatal attacks on Chinese
engineers in early 2017, and China’s embassy in November 2018. In Zambia, a negative reaction
to Chinese investment spurred the election of a populist government hostile to Chinese investment
in 2008.20 In Ghana, the illegal inﬂux of 50,000 Chinese gold miners, backed by Chinese local
government oﬃcials, prompted violent unrest, precipitating a major bilateral crisis, endangering
China’s diplomatic standing and its eﬀorts to access Ghanaian energy resources.21 In the
Philippines, inter-elite struggles over rents ﬂowing from Chinese megaprojects scuttled joint
hydrocarbon exploration in the South China Sea in 2005, followed by growing governmental
hostility toward Beijing.22 In Nepal, two Chinese hydropower dam projects worth a combined US
$4.3bn were cancelled in 2017–18, following local protests and the election of a pro-Indian
government, which turned instead to Delhi for investment.23 In Myanmar, as discussed further
below, ethnic-minority insurgents have abducted and killed Chinese hydropower dam engineers,24
while protests against the Myitsone dam led to its suspension in 2011, causing a bilateral diplomatic crisis and a 95 percent slump in Chinese investment by 2014.25
The second sort of challenge arises from regime changes, which may be unrelated to Chinese
actors’ behavior. In Libya, for instance, NATO’s decision to overthrow Colonel Gaddaﬁ in 2011
plunged China’s investment strategy into chaos, endangering over US$10bn-worth of deals.26
Subsequent attacks on Chinese construction sites led to a 45 percent drop in contracted projects,
including the suspension of a major railway project, costing the state-owned China Railways
Construction Corporation US$3.6bn, and spurring 36,000 Chinese workers to ﬂee.27 In 2006,
Venezuela’s government threatened to nationalize international oil companies unless they established local joint ventures, imposing serious losses on Chinese SOEs.28 As discussed further below,
Myanmar’s 2011 transition also generated challenges for Chinese interests.
Given China’s political economy, these challenges can rapidly spill over from the economic into
the political sphere. Whereas Western investors are largely private, China’s largest multinationals

Rohit Negi, ‘Beyond the “Chinese Scramble”: The Political Economy of Anti-China Sentiment in Zambia’, African Geographical
Review 27(1), (2008), pp. 41–63; Pak Nung Wong et al., ‘As Wind, Thunder and Lightning: Local Resistance to China’s Resource
Led Diplomacy in the Christian Philippines’, South East Asia Research 21(2), (2013), pp. 281–302; Tom Miller, China’s Asian
Dream: Quiet Empire Building along the New Silk Road (London: Zed Books, 2017), pp. 122–23; David Brenner, ‘Ashes of CoOptation: From Armed Group Fragmentation to the Rebuilding of Popular Insurgency in Myanmar’, Conﬂict, Security &
Development 15(4), (2015), pp. 337–58; Muzaﬀar Hussain, ‘China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC): Challenges and the Way
Forward’, Unpublished Thesis, US Naval Postgraduate School, 2017, pp. 53–58, accessed May 8, 2019, https://calhoun.nps.
edu/handle/10945/55626; Moises Arce, Resource Extraction and Protest in Peru (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press,
2014); Susana Moreira, ‘Learning from Failure: China’s Overseas Oil Investments’, Journal of Current Chinese Aﬀairs 42(1),
(2013), pp. 151–52; Frauke Urban et al., ‘Chinese Overseas Hydropower Dams and Social Sustainability: The Bui Dam in Ghana
and the Kamchay Dam in Cambodia’, Asia & the Paciﬁc Policy Studies 2(3), (2015), pp. 573–89.
20
Steve Hess and Richard Aidoo, ‘Charting the Roots of Anti-Chinese Populism in Africa: A Comparison of Zambia and Ghana’,
Journal of Asian and African Studies 49(2), (2014), pp. 129–47.
21
Steve Hess and Richard Aidoo, ‘Charting the Impact of Subnational Actors in China’s Foreign Relations’, Asian Survey 56(2),
(2016), pp. 301–24.
22
Caroline S. Hau, ‘Entangling Alliances: Elite Cooperation and Competition in the Philippines and China’, in Chinese Encounters
in Southeast Asia: How People, Money, and Ideas from China Are Changing a Region, ed. Pál Nyíri and Danielle Tan. (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 2017), pp. 119–35.
23
Gopal Sharma, ‘Nepal Says to Scrap Hydropower Deal with Chinese Firm’, Reuters, May 29, 2018, accessed May 8, 2019,
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-nepal-hydropower/nepal-says-to-scrap-hydropower-deal-with-chinese-ﬁrm-idUSL
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24
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are SOEs. Accordingly, their conduct is widely (though often incorrectly)29 understood to reﬂect
Chinese government policy, so their mistakes often generate diplomatic ‘blowback’ for Beijing.
Chinese Responses: From ‘Non-Interference’ to ‘Constructive Involvement’ and the Cultivation of
Hegemony
Chinese leaders have increasingly noted and sought to address these problems over the last
decade.30 Their eﬀorts are ad hoc and uncoordinated, but three major trends are identiﬁable.
First, regulators have repeatedly tightened rules governing ODI, particularly by SOEs.31 Reforms
have been piecemeal and largely reactive to crises, the persistent recurrence of which suggests
that enforcement remains inadequate. A recent government survey of Chinese ﬁrms in BRI
countries found that half were neglecting social impact assessments, a third were not conducting
environmental impact assessments (EIAs) and ignorance of local regulations was widespread,
revealing an extensive violation of basic Chinese laws.32 Nonetheless, regulatory agencies clearly
are seeking to improve companies’ overseas conduct. There is also growing evidence that Chinese
companies, learning from past mistakes, are embracing ‘corporate social responsibility’ (CSR),
hedging against political risk and engaging better with local communities.33
Secondly, Chinese leaders have softened their traditional ‘non-interference’ policy, increasingly
engaging in what is euphemistically called ‘constructive involvement’.34 Beijing’s ‘non-interference’
policy has never been absolute in practice, but there is now growing evidence of Chinese
intervention to pacify restive areas and respond to crises. This began in 2004 with the People’s
Liberation Army’s (PLA) ‘new historic missions’, including counter-terrorism, counter-piracy, and
other operations to safeguard overseas Chinese assets, nationals and trade.35 For example, the PLA
navy has joined multinational counter-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden to protect ﬂows of oil
and goods to China, and evacuated Chinese nationals from Libya in 2012.36 China has also
supported counter-piracy eﬀorts around the Malacca Straits, through which much Chinese shipping passes.37 Following attacks on Chinese vessels on the Mekong River in 2011, the Chinese
police established joint law-enforcement patrols with neighboring countries, institutionalized since
2017 in the Lancang-Mekong Integrated Law Enforcement and Security Cooperation Center.
Beijing’s contributions to UN and regional peacekeeping have also increased sharply. China’s UN
peacekeeping contribution has risen from 400 troops in 1992 to 2,500 in 2017, the largest among
the Permanent Five members of the Security Council. In 2015, Beijing pledged to establish an
8,000-strong permanent standby force for UN peacekeeping (created in 2017), oﬀered to train
2,000 foreign peacekeepers, and extended US$100m in military aid for the African Union’s regional
peacekeeping.38 Eighty percent of Chinese peacekeepers are in Africa: around 1,000 in South
Sudan, 400 in Mali and 230 in Congo and Darfur. China has a direct economic interest in stabilizing
See Jones and Zou, ‘Rethinking the Role’.
Gill and Reilly, ‘The Tenuous Hold of China Inc. in Africa.’
For a summary see Shahar Hameiri and Lee Jones, ‘China Challenges Global Governance? The Case of Chinese International
Development Finance and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank’, International Aﬀairs 94(3), (2018), p. 591.
32
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97.
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Development 33(1), (2016), pp. 111–31.
34
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35
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Assets Abroad (Abingdon: Routledge, 2015).
36
Andrea Ghiselli, ‘The Chinese People’s Liberation Army “Post-Modern” Navy’, The International Spectator 50(1), (2015), pp.
117–36.
37
Nazery Khalid, ‘With a Little Help from My Friends: Maritime Capacity-Building Measures in the Straits of Malacca’,
Contemporary Southeast Asia 31(3), (2009), pp. 424–46.
38
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Sudan and South Sudan in particular, given SOEs’ oil investments there. These projects faced ﬁerce
Western criticism during Sudan’s civil war, compelling Beijing to abandon ‘non-interference’ and
become closely involved in mediating, then implementing, a peace settlement.39 Likewise, when
South Sudan’s civil war broke out in 2013, imperiling Chinese oil investments, Chinese diplomats
supported the peace process, shaped UN Security Council resolutions, sent peacekeepers and
participated in the peace agreement supervision body.40
Thirdly, Chinese actors are moving to cultivate societal support for China’s growing inﬂuence and
economic presence in host countries. This is often glossed as a quest for ‘soft power’ to match China’s
growing ‘hard power’. However, ‘soft power’ is a problematic concept.41 It normally contrasts military
power to economic and ideological power, which supposedly generate ‘attraction’. Thus, some argue
that China’s rapid economic expansion has increased its ‘soft power’, generating a so-called ‘Beijing
consensus’.42 Yet, as described above, China’s economic expansion can generate repulsion, not just
attraction. Moreover, ‘soft power’ is statist, assuming that inﬂuence is projected from one state to
another. In reality, diﬀerent social groups may be attracted to/repelled by China and, moreover,
because they enjoy unequal access to state power; this will condition political outcomes.43 If repelled
groups are politically marginalized, while attracted groups dominate, this may generate favorable
outcomes and vice versa. Moreover, this may shift over time, particularly if social conﬂict intensiﬁes
and/or political transition changes groups’ access to state power.
The Gramscian concept of hegemony oﬀers a more nuanced way to understand Chinese
behavior. Chinese oﬃcials and scholars generally use this term pejoratively to denote domineering
behavior by the United States (and previously the Soviet Union). However, this article uses the term
very diﬀerently. Gramsci argued that ruling-class domination was secured not only through coercion and material concessions but also the cultivation of consent from subordinated social forces,
using the ideological apparatuses of ‘civil society’, including churches, schools, trade unions, media
and so on.44 Gramsci called this collaboration between ‘political society’ and ‘civil society’ the
‘integral state’. When ideological initiatives were successfully combined with material concessions,
‘hegemony’ can result, whereby subordinated groups see ruling groups’ domination as natural and
desirable. International Relations (IR) scholars have scaled up this approach, arguing that dominant
powers achieve international hegemony not merely through military and economic power but also
when their ruling classes successfully inculcate consent among key social forces within other
states.45 Arguably, this is what China’s ‘cadre-capitalist’ class46 is attempting today.
This conceptualization shares something with d’Hooghe’s notion of ‘“new” public diplomacy’,
whereby diverse actors within a state seek to ‘inﬂuence . . . how relevant publics view the entity and
its activities, with the objective of winning their sympathy and support.’47 However, it diﬀers in
three ways. First, it is more speciﬁc about the ‘activities’ being legitimated, foregrounding eﬀorts to
cultivate support for capitalist domination, which Gramsci identiﬁed as the central purpose of
hegemony-building.48 Second, it avoids the potentially misleading term ‘diplomacy’, which
Daniel Large, ‘China and the Contradictions of “Non-Interference” in Sudan’, Review of African Political Economy 35(115),
(2008), pp. 93–106; Aly Verjee, ‘Explaining China’s Involvement in the South Sudan Peace Process’, The Interpreter,
December 22, 2016, accessed October 18, 2017, https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/explaining-chinasinvolvement-south-sudan-peace-process.
40
abcd.
41
Shaun Breslin, The Soft Notion of China’s ‘Soft Power’ (London: Chatham House, 2011).
42
E.g. Joshua Kurlantzick, Charm Oﬀensive: How China’s Soft Power Is Transforming the World (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2007).
43
Ying Fan, ‘Soft Power: Power of Attraction or Confusion?’, Place Branding and Public Diplomacy 4(2), (2008), pp. 147–58.
44
Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, trans. Quintin Hoare and Geoﬀrey Nowell Smith (New York:
International Publishers, 1971).
45
Robert W. Cox, Production, Power, and World Order: Social Forces in the Making of History (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1987).
46
David S.G. Goodman, Class in Contemporary China (Cambridge: Polity, 2014), ch. 3.
47
Ingrid d’Hooghe, China’s Public Diplomacy (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoﬀ, 2014), p. 6.
48
Gramsci, Selections, p. 258.
39
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normally denotes inter-state activity between diplomats. Third, and relatedly, Gramsci’s ‘integral
state’ concept accounts for the involvement of actors (and targets) beyond traditional diplomatic
institutions. Gramscians are unsurprised to see ‘policy networks consisting of state and non-state
actors’ at work49; this is expected in the cultivation of hegemony.
This conceptualization also usefully shifts analytical attention away from the usual, rather banal
emphasis in the ‘soft power’ literature on cultural exports and China’s ‘attractiveness’ (e.g. the
Beijing Olympics, Confucius Institutes) toward concrete attempts to persuade targeted social
groups that China’s growing economic might serves their interests, not merely China’s. Beijing’s
provision of development ﬁnancing—now estimated at around US$5bn annually—clearly reﬂects
this goal. Although aid is usually ‘tied’ to subsidize Chinese companies, it is also dispensed at
recipients’ request and without political conditions—so-called ‘win-win’ cooperation. Similarly, the
BRI is depicted as providing global ‘public goods’, beneﬁting China and recipients alike. It is
accompanied by an extra RMB60bn (US$9bn) of aid for housing, poverty alleviation and
healthcare,50 Targeting poor and marginalized groups that, historically, have beneﬁted little from
and have often resisted, Chinese investment. China’s BRI masterplan explicitly seeks stronger
‘people-to-people bond[s]’ by ‘promoting extensive cultural and academic exchanges, personnel
exchanges and cooperation, media cooperation, youth, and women exchanges and volunteer
services, so as to win public support for [BRI].’51
This involves scaling up activity by Chinese non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and government-organized NGOs (GONGOs). From 2009, Beijing encouraged Chinese NGOs and GONGOs
to ‘go out’ to counter African NGOs’ mounting criticism of Chinese investments.52 By 2013, around
100 Chinese (GO)NGOs were operating in Africa.53 Some engaged African NGOs in dialogue and
‘capacity-building’ exercises, to try to change their attitudes, while others worked to defuse popular
anti-Chinese resentment. The Chinese-African People’s Friendship Organization, for example, was
converted into ‘a philanthropic charity arm for Chinese private and state-owned enterprises’.54
Similarly, the China Foundation for Poverty Alleviation (CFPA) built a ‘friendship hospital’ in Sudan
in 2011, heavily ﬁnanced by China National Petroleum Corporation.55 CFPA now works in 12
countries, covering healthcare, education and disaster relief.56 The Global Environmental
Institute, a Beijing-based NGO, has also worked in South and Southeast Asia and Africa to improve
the legitimacy of Chinese trade and investment by encouraging Chinese companies, Chinese
regulators and ﬁnanciers, and host-country governments, to adopt stronger environmental and
social safeguards.57

Case study: Securing Chinese Capitalism in Myanmar
This article now illustrates these trends through a detailed case study of Myanmar, which was
selected for four reasons. First, China now has extensive economic interests there, which are
49

D’Hooghe, China’s Public Diplomacy, p. 19.
Xi Jinping, ‘Full Text of President Xi’s Speech at Opening of Belt and Road Forum’, Xinhua, May 14, 2017, accessed May 8,
2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-05/14/c_136282982.htm.
51
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undoubtedly understated even by the following oﬃcial statistics. By September 2018, 36 percent of
Myanmar’s approved investment (US$28.12bn) was Chinese.58 In 2016, 38 percent of Myanmar’s
trade was with China, while 27 percent of the trade of China’s Yunnan was with neighboring
Myanmar.59 Myanmar is also central to China’s BRI, especially the proposed Bangladesh-China-India
-Myanmar corridor. Secondly, Chinese economic interests in Myanmar have faced many of the
challenges described above. Before Myanmar’s 2011 regime transition, Chinese investors were
criticized by Western states and pro-democracy dissidents for supporting Myanmar’s military
dictatorship; thereafter, they have encountered mounting socio-political resistance. Third,
Chinese government advisors see Beijing’s reaction to these challenges as ‘globally signiﬁcant’; it
is a ‘classroom for China’ that will demonstrate to the world whether Beijing can adapt to criticism
and lay a secure basis for the BRI.60 Finally, this recent (indeed, ongoing) case updates the now
quite dated literature on this topic and extends its geographical coverage beyond the usual focus
on Africa.61 The following sub-sections identify the nature of the challenge to China’s economic
interests in Myanmar, then trace the Chinese response.

China’s Challenge in Myanmar
Myanmar is one of the world’s riskiest investment destinations. It is home to the world’s longest-running
ethnic conﬂicts: ethnic-minority rebel groups (EMRGs) in Myanmar’s borderlands have struggled against
the centralizing, homogenizing state—dominated by the majority-ethnic Bamar—since independence in
1948. Decades of counter-insurgency have cemented a dominant political role for the military (known as
the Tatmadaw). Following prolonged military rule, then a military-backed one-party regime, the Bamar
heartlands erupted in pro-democracy protests in 1988, prompting another coup. The junta which then
ruled Myanmar until 2011 faced Western sanctions, backing Aung San Suu Kyi’s National League for
Democracy (NLD), but tightened its grip with extensive Chinese military, diplomatic and economic
support. The regime tempered ethnic insurgencies through growing repression, ceaseﬁres and ‘ceaseﬁre
capitalism’62—business deals, often focused on natural resource exploitation, which enriched military
and EMRG leaders, crony capitalists and foreign investors. Eventually, the military designed a new
constitution and staged elections in 2010, leading to a constrained regime transition.63 Elected civilian
governments now share power uneasily with the military, ﬁrst under ex-general President Thein Sein
(2011–16) and now Suu Kyi’s NLD government. Ethnic strife remains intense. Indeed, from 2009–15,
several longstanding EMRG ceaseﬁres broke down in Kachin and Shan states, bordering China. Conﬂict
also ﬂared in Rakhine state, where long-persecuted Rohingya Muslims endured mounting communal
violence from 2012, then a brutal military crackdown in 2017, following attacks by the Arakan Rohingya
Salvation Army (ARSA), driving over 727,000 into Bangladesh.
China’s economic engagement has exacerbated these deep social conﬂicts in several ways.
Chinese investment has been concentrated in export-oriented natural resource extraction (oil, gas,
mining, logging), hydropower dam development and agribusiness, all predominantly in Myanmar’s
resource-rich borderlands. These investments frequently involved violent land-grabbing, forced
displacement and militarization.64 They were overwhelmingly brokered with—and enriched—a
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narrow elite of military commanders, EMRG and militia leaders, and crony capitalists, while ordinary
people scarcely beneﬁted. Coupled with the inﬂux of cheap Chinese products and over two million
Chinese immigrants since 1988, and with Beijing’s economic and political support for the junta, this
generated widespread anti-Chinese sentiment. Popular resistance to Chinese mega-projects
emerged well before 2011, even under highly repressive conditions, with protests against oil and
gas ﬁelds and pipelines, and hydropower dams in Kachin state.65 Even the Tatmadaw has little real
aﬀection for China, despite Beijing’s patronage, given its previous support for communist insurgency during the Cold War, and its dubious relations with several EMRGs today.66
Chinese investment is directly implicated in some of Myanmar’s contemporary conﬂicts,
notably the renewed conﬂict between the Tatmadaw and Kachin Independence Organization/
Army (KIO/KIA) after 2011. Through the preceding decade, discontent had mounted among the
Kachin ethnic-minority about ‘ceaseﬁre capitalism’ and rapacious Chinese logging, mining, dambuilding and agribusiness investments. The most prominent ﬂashpoint was the SOE China
Power Investment’s US$3.6bn Myitsone dam project, which threatened to ﬂood a Singaporesized area of great cultural signiﬁcance and attracted mounting local resistance from 2004.
Alongside other abuses, this rekindled the Kachin resistance and sparked Tatmadaw-KIA tensions, contributing directly to the breakdown of their ceaseﬁre in 2011.67 The renewed ﬁghting
has directly imperiled Chinese investments, beginning at China’s Darpein dam and threatening
the oil and gas pipelines, which transect Kachin state. Renewed ﬁghting in Shan state has also
displaced up to 100,000 refugees into China since 2009, including Chinese nationals. Violence
in Rakhine state also imperils Chinese economic interests: its Kyaukphyu township is the
starting point of the oil and gas pipelines and was selected in 2014 to host a US$10bn,
Chinese-built deep-sea port and special economic zone (SEZ), coupled to a US$20bn ChinaMyanmar railway and highway.
Myanmar’s regime transition has also allowed other societal actors to mobilize openly against
Chinese economic projects, including ﬂedgling NGOs, ethnic-minority campaigners and Buddhist
monks. Crucially, in 2011 Bamar environmentalists were able to join Kachin activists opposing the
Myitsone dam, framing it as an ‘existential threat to the people of Myanmar by Chinese
colonialism’.68 Coupled with the Kachin unrest, this prompted President Thein Sein to suspend the
project in September 2011, explicitly to demonstrate that the new ‘democratic’ government was
responsive to public opinion.69 Emboldened, other civil society groups, often led by Paung Ku—an
internationally funded NGO founded in 2007—have criticized other Chinese projects, including dams,
the oil and gas pipelines, and the US$3bn Laung Lon oil reﬁnery project.70 Buddhist monks and
Kachin and Bamar Christian clergy have also criticized Chinese megaprojects. Farmer- and monk-led
protests against the Letpadaung copper mine, a joint venture between a Chinese ﬁrm and a military
company, were brutally suppressed in 2012 and 2014, while the famed Buddhist monk Zaya Ditha
has denounced the BRI.71 Newly legalized trade unions, led by the Confederation of Trade Unions of
Myanmar (CTUM), which comprises around half of Myanmar’s unions, are also challenging Chinese
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business interests.72 Strikes, which occurred even under military rule, have intensiﬁed, with Chinese
factories among those targeted. Most notoriously, from January-March 2017, strikes paralyzed the
Hangzhou Hundred-Tex Garment factory, which supplies global brands like H&M. Workers beat their
Chinese manager and caused US$75,000 of damage, and the company lost its international
contracts.73
Aung San Suu Kyi is often hostile to these groups, trying unsuccessfully to block foreign funding
and assistance for NGOs and CTUM, apparently seeing them as political rivals.74 She even warned
farmers at Letpadaung to stop protesting or face arrest, arguing that Myanmar ‘needed a lot of
development’.75 Nonetheless, even she cannot entirely ignore popular concerns.
These developments seriously challenge Chinese economic interests and pose cross-border
security problems. From 2010 to 2014, Chinese investment plummeted from US$1.52bn (68 percent
of Myanmar’s total) to just US$70.4m (7 percent) and has never exceeded 12 percent since.76 SOEs’
megaprojects, in particular, have faltered. The Myitsone dam remains suspended, with no compensation paid to CPI, and no new dam projects have been approved. An agreement on the ChinaMyanmar railway lapsed in 2014. Following environmental protests, work on the US$3bn Dawei oil
reﬁnery was canceled in November 2017. The Kyaukphyu port and SEZ project, notionally agreed in
2013, was stalled until late 2018.
Chinese experts have widely recognized and lamented this enormous setback, quickly
recognizing that China’s previous modus operandi—striking cozy deals with military elites,
crony capitalists and EMRG leaders without regard to the wider public—was unsustainable.
The crisis in Sino-Myanmar relations drove much of the post-2011 tightening of ODI regulation,
in addition to the softening of non-interference, and eﬀorts to cultivate popular consent for
China’s economic presence.

China’s Response: (1) From Non-Interference to Intervention
To pacify Myanmar’s borderlands and safeguard physical Chinese investments, Chinese elites have
softened their traditional ‘non-interference’ policy, intervening to broker a peace settlement. This
was a substantial turnaround. Under the junta, Beijing had prioritized economic engagement
beneath the cover of ‘noninterference’, vetoing Western-sponsored UN resolutions. This served Chinese politico-business
interests well for years, but Myanmar’s renewed civil war forced China’s Ministry of Foreign
Aﬀairs (MFA) to change tack.
The MFA has repeatedly intervened to pacify Myanmar’s borderlands, ﬁrst with the KIA, then
other EMRGs as the violence spread. Former MFA Vice-Minister Wang Yingfan, appointed Special
Envoy for Asian Aﬀairs, brokered KIO/A-government peace talks in Yunnan in February and
March 2013.77 This ‘ﬁrm intervention’ generated Myanmar’s ﬁrst ever multiparty peace talks,
followed by a KIA-government truce in May 2013, formally backed by China and the UN.78
However, sporadic ﬁghting continued. Wang held further talks with the KIO chairman in
Kunming in August 2013 and brokered further KIO-government negotiations in November, but
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without success. Several similarly fruitless meetings followed through 2014.79 The conﬂict escalated
in 2015, spreading to Shan state as the Myanmar National Democratic Army, Shan State ArmyNorth, Arakan Army and Ta’ang National Liberation Army all clashed with the Tatmadaw. By then,
President Thein Sein had proposed a ‘national ceaseﬁre accord’ as a precursor to full peace talks—
an approach copied by the NLD. Sun Guoxiang, who replaced Wang in September 2015, sought to
persuade the EMRGs to sign the accord through early to mid-2016. In August, he also visited the
United Wa State Army (UWSA), Myanmar’s largest EMRG, urging them to participate in Suu Kyi’s
‘Twenty-First Century Panglong Conference’.80 Chinese mediation helped secure several EMRGs’
formal participation in September 2016, but the conference ended without agreement, as did two
subsequent meetings. In early 2017, Sun visited Wa and Kachin states and hosted further talks in
Kunming, urging all parties to implement ceaseﬁres and engage in peace talks.81 High-ranking
oﬃcials from China’s MFA, Defence Ministry, and PLA have also interceded with the Myanmar
government.82 China has also squeezed the EMRGs by curbing the illicit border trade that sustains
them.83 Agreement remains elusive, but clearly not for want of Chinese intervention.
China has also tried to help pacify Rakhine state, though its intervention here is more tentative,
reﬂecting extreme sensitivity in Myanmar. In April 2017, Sun Guoxiang visited Dhaka, oﬀering to
mediate between Myanmar and Bangladesh, where around 300,000 Rohingya refugees were
already sheltering.84 Naypyidaw demurred. But following Rohingyas’ mass exodus in late 2017,
Foreign Minister Wang Yi ﬂew to Naypyidaw, renewing this oﬀer and outlining a three-stage
Chinese plan for a ceaseﬁre, bilateral talks, then steps toward a ‘long-term solution’.85 This
apparently pushed Myanmar and Bangladesh into signing a bilateral repatriation agreement.
Although Beijing blocked a UN Security Council resolution, it agreed to a presidential statement
that largely recapitulated Britain’s draft resolution.86 Beijing thereby condemned the violence in
Rakhine and expressed ‘grave concern’ about human rights violations, calling on Myanmar to cease
using ‘excessive military force’ and halt communal violence. The statement also ‘demand[ed]’
humanitarian access, urged the involvement of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, pressed
Myanmar to ensure refugees’ ‘voluntary, safe and digniﬁed return,’ and called for swift and full
implementation of the domestic reforms speciﬁed by Koﬁ Annan’s Advisory Commission on
Rakhine State. Finally, the statement called for investigations into human rights abuses, full
cooperation with UN bodies and media access.87 Chinese diplomats reportedly tried to delete
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the demands for human rights investigations and accountability.88 However, this failed, and China
nonetheless accepted the forceful statement, further softening Beijing’s non-interference posture.
Rakhine aside, China’s intervention in Myanmar’s ethnic peace talks has ostensibly been welcomed
by all sides, notwithstanding period criticism of Chinese ‘meddling’.89 China’s motives are clear. As one
Chinese expert puts it, unless peace is restored, ‘we cannot do the [cross-border BRI] projects.’90 This is
well understood in Myanmar. As UWSA’s ‘foreign minister’ puts it: ‘Only when there is peace and
stability in the region will the One Belt One Road project [i.e. BRI] be implemented.’91 Similarly,
Myanmar’s government reciprocated China’s assistance by declaring support for the BRI in 2017.

China’s Response: (2) Courting Hegemony in Myanmar’s Civil Society
Although political, military and EMRG elites remain crucial interlocutors, Chinese leaders have also
moved to cultivate consent for China’s economic activities among other social forces. The learning
curve has been steep. Following the Myitsone suspension, the MFA initially demanded respect for
CPI’s interests. However, as malfeasance by CPI and Chinese oﬃcials became clearer,92 Chinese
policymakers apparently conceded the validity of some local grievances and recognized that
popular opinion could no longer be ignored.
Accordingly, China launched an unprecedented campaign to woo important societal groups, mobilizing national and local government resources but also non-state, ‘civil society’ actors, that is the ‘integral
state’. In late 2012, Chinese oﬃcials and scholars were sent to investigate how to promote bilateral, nongovernmental ties.93 Diverse initiatives followed in the ﬁelds of education, healthcare, disaster relief and
the environment. China’s embassy sponsored vocational training courses for local businesses and oﬀered
Mandarin courses for government bureaucrats.94 Yunnan University trained NLD leaders, while Yunnan’s
provincial government sponsored classes for Myanmar’s women’s organizations.95 Revealing the economic motives at work, one organizer notes that ‘for every training course, we also provide an
opportunity to visit [Chinese] hydropower dams.’96 Beijing has also provided over 100 university scholarships for Myanmar students, and sponsored 16 China-Myanmar ‘friendship schools’.97
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Meanwhile, the CFPA established an oﬃce in Myanmar, creating a new China-Myanmar
Paukphaw Friendship Foundation to implement livelihoods projects, enhance Mandarin education and religious exchanges, and promote ‘mutual understanding’ among youths.98 The China
NGO Network for International Exchange (CNNIE) and the China Foundation for Peace and
Development have co-sponsored ‘Deep Fraternal Friendship’ activities with Myanmar NGOs.
These include laptop donations to local schools and the provision of free medical care by
Yunnanese doctors, co-organized by Yunnan’s provincial government and aﬃliated NGOs.99
China also supplied US$2m to help upgrade a women’s hospital named after Aung San Suu
Kyi’s mother.100 Even the PLA has participated, donating medical equipment and sending its
Peace Ark to Yangon to provide free healthcare.101 In the ﬁeld of disaster relief, China provided
RMB100m of aid after serious ﬂooding in 2016 and helped restore pagodas damaged in the
2016 Bagan earthquake.102 The embassy also initiated a ‘China-Myanmar Friendship Forest’
program, planting 150,000 trees.103
Chinese actors have also sought to improve relations with Myanmar’s NGOs and political
parties, initiating dialogues and organizing dozens of study tours to China.104 CNNIE, initially
formed in 2005 to target African NGOs,105 now incorporates 90 Chinese and 76 foreign NGOs,
including ﬁve from Myanmar.106 Again revealing the economic motives at work, CNNIE invited
a leading Myanmar development NGO, Mingalar Myanmar, to Xi’s 2017 BRI Summit, where they
jointly launched the ‘Chinese Social Organizations’ Action Plan for Closer People-to-People Bonds
Along the Belt and Road (2017–2020)’. CNNIE’s overtly-stated objective is to ‘create [a] sound
atmosphere and consolidate [the] public opinion foundation’ for BRI projects.107 Politicians and
NGOs opposing Chinese projects have also been invited to China for a special charm oﬀensive.
For example, Zaw Aung, head of the Myanmar-China Pipeline Watch Committee, was invited to
an SOE-NGO dialogue organized by a think tank linked to China’s Ministry of Commerce, where
the vice-president of China National Petroleum Company promised to address his complaints.108
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taken to hydropower dam sites in China. Chinese oﬃcials have also courted the Arakan National
Party, Rakhine state’s leading political force, promising to develop local infrastructure and job
opportunities if they support the BRI.109
Chinese NGOs have even targeted Myanmar’s Buddhist clergy, with Xi’s support. This has
involved large-scale reciprocal visits and donations to help restore Bagan’s pagodas.110 These
exchanges seek to assuage the xenophobic nationalism promoted by some prominent Myanmar
monks and to enlist Myanmar’s inﬂuential clergy in the cultivation of popular consent for China’s
economic projects. This was made explicit by China Buddhist Association president Xue Cheng,
who urged Myanmar’s monks to ‘make contributions to pushing forward the “BRI,”’ arguing that
cross-border roads would be ‘an important channel for the spread of Buddhism’.111
Chinese enterprises have also changed their strategies. Alongside tighter domestic regulations, companies have increasingly realized the need to win popular support in post-2011
Myanmar. Accordingly, CSR activity in Myanmar has substantially increased, particularly among
hydropower companies.112 Firms have also engaged more directly with EMRGs when developing
megaprojects, seeking to spread material beneﬁts more widely to cultivate consent. For example,
PowerChina International Group has worked closely with the Karen National Union on the
Tanintharyi hydropower dam and industrial park,113 and with UWSA leaders on the Mantong
dam project, which had previously been agreed only with the central government in 2014.114
Some Chinese companies have also shown novel willingness to engage with local NGOs opposing their plans. For example, CPI has engaged with NGOs and religious leaders, supporting local
schools, and inviting activists to visit the Myitsone site.115 However, CSR programs are uneven
and, as discussed below, limited. Moreover, some ﬁrms remain hostile to civil society. PetroChina,
for example, an SOE involved in the oil and gas pipelines, has rebuﬀed approaches from the
Paung Ku-backed Myanmar-China Pipeline Watch.116
Among Myanmar’s emergent socio-political actors, labor unions remain the group that China
still deals most awkwardly with, arguably reﬂecting the Chinese cadre-class’s ingrained hostility
toward labor militancy. In response to the Hangzhou Hundred-Tex strike, China’s embassy issued
a highly traditional demarche to Myanmar’s foreign ministry, demanding protection for legitimate
Chinese business interests,117 which further alienated CTUM,118 and failed miserably. Myanmar’s
government not only failed to suppress the strike; it instructed Hangzhou Hundred-Tex to
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compensate the striking workers.119 However, even this incident demonstrates China’s adaptation.
Subsequently, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions was tasked to engage CTUM, and it is now
helping to resolve conﬂicts involving Chinese ﬁrms more peacefully.120

Conclusion
After 17 years of ‘going out’, Chinese enterprises and their political backers are now encountering
challenges that Western companies and governments have long faced. Unsurprisingly, they are
beginning to develop responses similar to those of other powerful capitalist states: they are
tightening corporate regulation, becoming more interventionist and seeking to cultivate popular
consent in other societies. The case study of Myanmar demonstrated these claims in depth,
illustrating a rapid strategic adjustment in just a few years.
These ﬁndings have relevance for the debate over China’s rise, mentioned in the introduction.
As noted, China’s economic expansion is often cited by those arguing that China will be
a ‘revisionist’ power, bolstering authoritarian regimes, undermining good governance, and violating norms around environmental and social protection. However, this article’s ﬁndings suggest that
when these practices create destabilizing ‘blowback’ for Beijing, the Chinese party-state evolves,
tightening regulations, moving to improve corporate conduct and intervening to support peacebuilding. This convergence with Western practices should not be exaggerated. Chinese regulations
and their enforcement are still weak.121 And Beijing’s willingness to intervene has limits, as its
opportunistic, largely pro-government response to the Rakhine crisis shows. Nonetheless, the
frequent assumption of stasis in the ‘revisionist-versus-status-quo’ debate is clearly problematic;
scholars more closely attend to China’s evolving adaptation to international challenges.
The article’s ﬁndings also have implications for predicting the fate of China’s overseas economic
interests. The party-state’s adaptive capacity suggests a partial corrective to those who, noting
early challenges and ‘blowback,’ branded China’s position in emerging markets ‘tenuous’.122 This
was itself an important corrective to the hyperbolic discussion of ‘China Inc.’ and Chinese ‘imperialism’. However, a decade later, it is clear that China’s economic engagement has deepened and
become more complex and adaptive, with greater emphasis on cultivating consent among subordinated social groups.
Nonetheless, we cannot assume that this process will be smooth or successful; indeed, the
Myanmar case suggests signiﬁcant limitations. China has done enough to secure formal governmental support for the BRI, in 2017, and the China-Myanmar Economic Corridor, in 2018.
A framework agreement to proceed with a downsized Kyaukphyu project was ﬁnally agreed in
November 2018, and a fresh feasibility study is underway for the China-Myanmar railway. Our
interviews with Myanmar political elites found a generally pragmatic recognition that, especially
given Western reactions to the Rakhine crisis, Chinese investment is needed for Myanmar’s
development.123 This view was shared by some civil society informants, but they typically
expressed considerably greater skepticism about Chinese megaprojects, suggesting that China’s
attempts to cultivate popular consent have been less successful. Indeed, Chinese-commissioned
opinion polls have detected only modest improvements in attitudes toward China since 2011, with
larger but ‘superﬁcial’ upticks following China’s perceived support over Rakhine.124 This reﬂects
four limitations.
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The ﬁrst is the diﬃculty of the socio-political terrain itself, which will always codetermine the success of
any Chinese engagement. As Chinese diplomats have found, Myanmar’s domestic conﬂicts are highly
intractable and continue despite China’s intensive interventions. Moreover, the Myanmar government
remains constrained by political ineptitude, bureaucratic incapacity and excessive centralization: rapid
implementation of even notionally agreed projects remains unlikely. Another barrier is the legacy of what
civil society actors rightly see as the ‘one sided and exploitative’ nature of past Chinese investment.125 As
one NGO leader admits, coupled with a chauvinistic, nationalistic and xenophobic political culture, this has
generated anti-Chinese attitudes ‘verging on racism’ among the public and civil society activists.126
Second, Chinese engagement remains limited by conspiratorial thinking and patronizing and paternalistic attitudes. The publications of Chinese scholars seeking to understand the Myitsone suspension
and the setback in Sino-Myanmar relations are illustrative. Early investigations exposed extensive Chinese
malfeasance and tried to convey the need for fundamental change.127 However, this self-criticism was
swiftly replaced by more politically palatable accounts primarily blaming Western governments and local
NGOs, CSOs and media.128 This may partly restrict academic achievements in China. But it also reﬂects
Chinese elites’ deep attachment to the idea that economic development (eventually) cures all social ills.
This has long legitimized China’s overseas economic expansion and still guides Chinese interventions in
Myanmar today—despite evidence that capitalist development actually intensiﬁes social conﬂict.129
Myanmar participants in Chinese study tours report being pushed to accept this idea, and complain
that the Chinese do not understand the deep-seated political and cultural grievances underpinning these
conﬂicts, instead naively believing that actors can be ‘bought oﬀ’.130 Recent Chinese attempts to pay
Rohingya and Kachin refugees to return to Myanmar are illustrative. This disconnect will obviously
undermine Chinese eﬀorts to cultivate consent among marginalized populations. For example, claims
that the BRI’s road-building will spread Buddhism may enthuse Bamar Buddhists, but not Christian ethnic
minorities who have endured years of forced ‘Burmanisation’.
The third limitation is the continued weakness of China’s ODI governance, which is widely
recognized in Myanmar. Myanmar political elites remain concerned about the costs and beneﬁts of
Chinese megaprojects, and environmental and social risks, insisting that tough domestic regulation
is required to avoid junta-era problems recurring.131 This implies little faith in China’s governance
reforms. CSOs have even less faith, complaining of China’s continued over-reliance on host-country
regulation and discerning ‘no change in policy or scrutinizing of the companies’ on the ground.132
They claim many SOE managers remain ignorant of China’s regulatory changes, while communities
are still not being meaningfully consulted, with CSR involving ‘charity/bribes’ to local headmen or
monks ‘to tell the villagers to shut up’.133 CSR along the oil and gas pipelines, for instance, involves
donations to schools and clinics, not the action to redress land-grabbing.134 Moreover, ethnicminority NGOs still accuse the Tatmadaw of stoking conﬂict to grab land for Chinese-backed megaprojects, like the Hatgyi hydropower dam.135
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Fourth, structural limitations to Chinese NGO engagement stem from China’s political system.
The organizations engaging Myanmar are mostly GONGOs, and many of their Myanmar interlocutors perceive their mission as information-gathering and advancing China’s economic interests.
Unlike Western NGOs, Chinese NGOs are barred from doing advocacy work, limiting their ability to
address deep-rooted grievances linked to Chinese investment, and they are too small to deliver
services to a large population.136 This reﬂects the general limitations of overseas Chinese NGOs.137
These four problems suggest structural limits on China’s capacity to achieve hegemony, stemming from its own socio-political character. Assessments of Chinese ‘soft power’ have often
emphasized the limited extent or appeal of Confucian ideology, for example but this article’s
Gramscian analysis suggests the constraints go far deeper. The way China governs its companies,
the intelligentsia, and civil society are not easily changed, nor is the CCP’s developmentalist
ideology. These are deeply entrenched aspects of the regime, evolving slowly at best, and subject
to growing political constraints and reversals.
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